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Bolany lor Gardeners by Brian Capon is a handy and well-written book lor these who wish to learn

more about botany and plant ecology. Many naturalists and gardeners already appreciate plants, but

olten have unanswered questions about the plants they enjoy. For instance— why do roots grow down

and shoots grow up? Howdo water and nutrients mo\'e through a plant? What arc all the parts ol a

plant and flower? Howdo plant gratts work? What arc inycorrhizacf' What is the purpose ol all the

different nutrients in fertilizer? These and so many other botanical c|uesiions are answered and ex-

plained in this book. Botany for Gardeners is lavishly peppered with color photographs and black and

white di"awings that coordinate with ideas and topics being discussed in the text. These images, some

ol which arc irom a microscope, enhance the readers understanding ol plant structure and make-up.

There are five main sections in the book: growth, organization of plant structures, adaptations,

plant functions and reproduction. Each main section is broken down into reasonably sized sub-chapters.

The section discussing plant growth starts with the basics of a plant cell through seed germi-

nation and continues into the roots, shoots, leaf growth, and leaf maturity. The section on organiza-

tion gives the reader an inside look at stems and roots, emphasizing their cellular organization and

cell types. The adaptation section introduces the reader to all the ways that plants adapt to various

environmental challenges; among these are climate variations, protection from animal browsing,

wound healing, chemical protection, and finally enhancing a plants ability to compete mand among

other plants for space, light, water, and nutrients. This section also includes an interesting discussion

about plant food sources, water storage, and beneficial relationships with lungi.

The section on plant functions covers growth responses to light, gravity, touch, branching, ad-

ventitious root lormation, and the hormones and environmental conditions involved in those func-

tions. Mineral nutrient requirements, water and mineral uptake and transport within the plant are

discussed, as well as the process of photosynthesis.

The final section covering plant reproduction includes discussion ol I lower parts, pcillination,

pollination strategies, Iruit types, seed lormation, and seed dispersal. The linal chapter ol the repro-

duction section includes a plant genetics primer that introduces readers to the life cycles oi mosses,

ferns, and flowering plants. Punnet squares, and gene expression. Some ot the valuable tidbits in-

cluded throughout the chapters are a table listing the origins of garden and many agricultural crop

plants, distinct definitions and photographs of spines, thorns and prickles, a list ol poisonous house-

hold plants, a primer on plant genetics, and an appendix discussing plant naming classiiication.

Botany for Gardeners not only cover the basics, but also can take a reader much deeper into the

details of photosynthesis and plant genetics. Some of the topics may be beyond what any particular

reader would like to know. The author does a good job of presenting topics such as photosynthesis,

respiration and genetics, which, by nature can be frustrating to understand. The photographs and fig-

ures will really help the reader understand what is being discussed; especiall)' items such as cellular

organization or structural development where a microscope would be needed to view and understand

the topic properly. Whether you are looking lor that book that will introduce you to the basics ol plant

biology, are looking to answer gardening questions, or need a book to help you create a botanical back-

ground to learn to use an identification text. Botany for Gardeners is the book lor you'— Lee lAiekeydoo,

Herhanum.Boianicai Research Institute of Texas, 509 Peean Street. ¥on Worth. TX 76102-4060. USA.
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